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WINNERS’ Circle
The City of Phoenix Gets
‘Buy Local’; Now Where’s
Everybody Else?

Fifty Years and Counting for NC Dealer FSIoffice

The city of Phoenix deserves a hearty
round of applause for putting in place
a new policy specifically designed to
support locally owned and operated
businesses. As reported in this
month’s Industry News section, the
city going forward has a mandate to offer any opportunity costing less than $50,000 to a local company before it can send it
out of state.

After 50 years at FSI, Jimmy and Diane Godwin (at foot of staircase) have
got a lot to be proud of. Their dealership is important but we suspect the
family members on the rest of the stairs rank even higher on the list.

It’s no coincidence, we suspect, that just over four years ago,
Arizona’s Wist Office Products sponsored a study that tracked
the flow of dollars generated by purchases from a local office
products dealer and compared it with what happened with purchases from a big box (in this case, OfficeMax).

For Jimmy Godwin and his team at Charlotte, North Carolinabased FSIoffice, this year is just a little special, as they get ready
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the dealership he founded in
1962 as Forms & Supply.

The team at Wist deserves all the credit in the world for making
the investment in that study and the powers that be in Phoenix
should get equal praise for taking to heart findings from that
study and many others like it and actually doing something in
response.

That dealership today is one of the largest independents in the
country, but it certainly wasn’t always that way.

Hopefully, all this will spur other municipalities throughout the
country to consider adopting similar policies.

A deeply religious man, Jimmy asked God for just two things
when he was starting out: a wife who shared his faith and a good
job.

There isn’t a state or local government in the country that isn’t
under fierce budget pressures these days and all of them would
see their local economy strengthened significantly by an
aggressive “Buy Local” effort along the lines of the Phoenix
effort.

Jimmy found his wife, Diane, in 1960, and opened his own dealership for business two years later, in 1962. That his business career even reached that point was remarkable in itself, given
Jimmy’s roots.
His father was a sharecropper and his mother a homemaker during the Great Depression and he still remembers times when the
Godwin family made just $187 a year and it was reason to celebrate!
Jimmy himself went straight from high school to a jack-of-alltrades job with a local independent where he earned the grand
total of just $37.50 a week.
But he was ambitious and after beginning studies to become a
CPA, his industry career started in earnest in 1957, with a straight
commission sales job at another local dealership.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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If you’d like to make the Buy Local case in your own community, you’ll find plenty of evidence in the “Buy Local Central”
section of our website (http://buylocal.idealercentral.com). Feel
free to help yourself! And please keep us posted on the results
when you do.
Last month’s news out of Phoenix was very welcome and we’re
looking forward to more of the same from other parts of the
country!

Cover photo courtesy of Mills Basics, Vancouver, Canada
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Five hard-working years later, Jimmy was ready to go out on his
own and Forms and Supply opened for business.

Warehouse Direct’s George Milton
Celebrates 50 Years of Service

Today, the dealership Jimmy Godwin founded is 300 industry professionals strong, with a 100,000 sq. ft. headquarters facility in
Charlotte and nine distribution locations across five states.

In Mount Prospect, Illinois, very special congratulations are in
order for Warehouse
Direct’s George Milton,
who this month is celebrating his 50th year
of service in the office
products industry.

But even as the dealership has grown, it has kept a strong family
orientation. Jimmy and Diane’s three children and their spouses (as
well as a granddaughter) have all played key roles in the FSI story
and continue to do so today.
“I’ve been truly blessed by some outstanding people over the past
50 years and even with today’s challenges, we continue to move
forward,” says Jimmy.
Celebrations are already underway at the dealership to mark their
achievements but the big event will come in November, with a special anniversary gala that promises a night to remember.
Our congratulations to one of the industry’s true entrepreneurs and
here’s to the next 50 years for the Godwin team!

George started out at the ripe old age of 19 as a retail sales clerk
in the Chicago area, with a company that was known back then as
Order from Horder’s.
Fast forward to today and that dealership has gone through more
than just a few changes to become Warehouse Direct.
George moved on from the retail floor many years ago and currently
serves as director of purchasing.
Looking back over the past 50 years, George points, not surprisingly, to the advent of the big box stores as the biggest change
he’s seen.
“It had a huge impact initially but even though there are a lot fewer
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DURABLE’s DURAFRAME®—
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THUMBTACKS
HUMBTACKS!

a contemporary self-adhering display sign with hinged magnetic front to create
professional-looking signage/displays quickly and easily. Bid farewell to tape,
thumbtacks, etc. DURAFRAME® offers a simple, stylish yet efﬁcient way to
organize, display and update important information.
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t
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Adheres to any smooth, solid surface—simply peel, stick, done!
Special adhesive allows for repositioning from one location to another*
Sturdy lens cover pulls back effortlessly, allowing for speedy insert updates
Magnetic seal holds inserts securely in place
Can be read from both sides when afﬁxed to transparent surfaces, such as glass
Available
v
in tabloid, letter and half letter sizes

Item#

Description

DBL4877-01
DBL4878-01

Letter
Half-Letter

8 ⁄2" x 11"h
51⁄2" x 81⁄2"h

DBL4876-01

Taabloid

11" x 17"h

®

Size
1

DURAFRAME is available from United Stationers.

Visit
Visit us on the web
to learn more about
DURAFRAME
DURAFRAME®
DURABLEOFFICEPRODUCTS.COM

*Non-removable on wallpaper,
painted surfaces and wood.

DBL312-2011LN
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Avery offers innovative ofﬁce
solutions that give you more
options than ever before,
to organize your work.

Way

ADVERTORIAL

A New
of Thinking
for the Way You Work Today.

File

Organize

Identify

Never waste a good ﬁle
folder again with innovative
TrueBlock® technology.

Organize your work, your way
with this unique note, tab and
ﬂag in one.

Revolutionary peel-away
name badge design allows
for easy separation.

Avery® File Folder Labels
with TrueBlock® Technology
let you reuse and recycle
old ﬁle folders. This unique
technology completely covers
everything underneath so
you can reorganize your ﬁling
system without having to buy
new ﬁle folders. Save money
and time while doing your part
to help save the environment.

Discover how Avery® Note
Tabs™ offer new ﬂexibility
for organizing your work. They
stick where you want them,
are durable, repositionable and
writable. See-through material
lets you highlight and mark
documents exactly as you
want while color tabs provide
great color coding solutions.

Make a great ﬁrst impression
at corporate events with
Avery® Adhesive Name
Badges that you customize,
print and separate without
exposing the adhesive –
a major time-saver when
sorting and distributing name
badges. Flexible material
sticks securely to clothing
without curling or falling off.

Little things that work in a big way.™
For more information visit avery.com
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independents than there used to be, the ones who are still here are
pretty smart operators who have figured out how to compete and
how to survive and thrive,” he contends.
And what’s kept George in the business all this time?
“It’s the people I work with and the people I work for,” he says. “I
love my job and as long as I continue to enjoy doing what I do, I
have no plans to retire.”

award for his involvement in the organization.
The copy paper effort was not the only reason for sending kudos
Greg’s way. He also served last year as chair of the chapter’s inaugural Golf Classic. That event helped raise nearly $35,000 for the
organization and this year’s outing, with two months still to go, already looks set to do even better with close to $50,000 in commitments already in the kitty.

That’s certainly good news for Kevin Johnson and his team at Warehouse Direct and for all of George’s many friends in the industry.
Hopefully, they’ll find time to raise a glass or two in George’s honor
this month and here’s to many more happy and successful years
in the industry!

Kramer & Leonard, IN Dealer, Wins Local United Way
‘Company of the Year’ Honors
Congratulations also go to Greg Fox and his team at Chesterton, Indiana-based Kramer & Leonard, recently honored as “Company of
the Year’ by their local United Way chapter.
The dealership received the award after developing a co-branding
program for copy paper with two local United Way chapters. A percentage of all purchases of the co-branded paper goes to support
United Way agencies.

Local United Way officials congratulate Greg and Mary Fox (center), owners
of United Way ‘Company of the Year’ Kramer & Leonard.

In addition, Greg was also honored with the chapter’s “Rising Star”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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For the future of your business,
invest for the long-run.
MBS DEV provides software solutions to help independent
dealers compete against big-box chains and discount
e-tailers. With the smart use of technology, we empower
business suppliers to grow their businesses in their local
communities and beyond.
Whether you are a small reseller and need a platform for
growth, or a large distributor with complex operations and
supply chain challenges, we have proven, scalable solutions to support your company from back-end to front-end
and everywhere in between.
For more information about MBS DEV & a free
white paper titled “Empower Your Distribution
Business to Compete” go to reg.mbsdev.com/
ID.shtml and enter the code “Independent.”

What do you want to do?
s Win against the power channel?
s Grow online business?
s Improve the customer experience?
s Connect sales to real time customer data?
s Punch out to your customers’ ERP systems?
s Reduce operation costs?
s Market more effectively?

www.mbsdev.com
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And as for the copy paper program? “We’re into our seventh month
and it’s been growing every month since we started,” Greg reports
happily. “The program already has generated several thousand dollars and we are well on the way to our $50,000 goal.”

Wist Office Products, AZ Independent, Earns State
‘Number One Supplier’ Honors
In Tempe, Arizona, Ian Wist and his team at Wist Office Products
are once again icing up the champagne after earning honors as
Ranking Arizona Business Magazine's “Number One Office Supplier" in the state.
There are close to 70 big box office products retail locations in Arizona but that didn’t seem to make much of a difference to the magazine’s readers, who have voted Wist their Number One for seven
consecutive years and eight out of the past ten years.
Our hat’s off to one more independent who’s going up against
much larger competition and finding a way to come out ahead!

New Owners for Federal Office Products,
Kansas Dealer
Overland Park, Kansas-based Federal Office Products Inc. has new
owners following the sale of the dealership by founder Susan Castle to a group led by her son, Blake Berner.

Since starting the company in 1984, Susan has grown it to some
$5.5 million in revenue and 15 employees and now, the dealership
is embarking on a new chapter under Blake’s leadership.
According to a report in the Kansas City Business Journal, Blake
is acquiring a 51% stake in the company. His partners include general manager Jay Carlson, with a 30% stake, and warehouse manager James Davis, who owns 19%.
Blake himself began working at Federal 24 years ago, when still in
high school. “I started out pulling orders in the warehouse as a
summer job,” he told the Business Journal.
“From there, I went to making deliveries and then training drivers.
After that, I moved into sales and more management roles, handling purchasing and other aspects. So I’ve pretty much done
every job when it comes to this company. You can still find me in
the back putting furniture together and delivering it with the guys.”

Office Products Plus, MS Dealer,
Recycles for a Worthy Cause
In Ridgeland, Mississippi, the folks at Office Products Plus recently
came up with a way to support a worthy cause, do their part for
the environment and strengthen customer relationships all at the
same time.
During the month of February, the dealership donated $5 to a local
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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make a difference
TODAY!
Since 1983, the office products industry has served as a key
fundraiser for City of Hope, one of the country's leading
research and treatment centers for cancer, diabetes and
other life-threatening diseases.
Now, independent office products dealers and their
business partners can lend their support to the cause
through INDEPENDENT DEALER's “Logos for Hope”
campaign.
You can show your support for City of Hope by buying a
logo that will appear on a special logos for Hope page in
INDEPENDENT DEALER.
Each logo is just $250 per issue, with 100% of your
contribution going to the City of Hope.
Diseases like cancer hit all of us, regardless of what kind of
business we run. Your support of logos for Hope will help
bring us all closer to a cure and show that when it comes to
supporting worthy causes, no one does it better than
today's independents!
https://secure3.convio.net/coh/site/Donation2?df_id=2040&2040.donation=form1

RESEARCH | TREATMENT | EDUCATION
Visit: http://idealercentral.com/Pages/logos_for_Hope
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non-profit for every used toner cartridge customers gave them for
recycling.
The non-profit in question, HeARTworks, serves the homeless and
other people in need in the Jackson area and provides them with
a way to find a voice through their art, share their talents and earn
money by doing so.
“It’s important for us as a local business to give back to the
community and the HeARTworks program offers a great way to do
that,” says Kimberly Cleland, marketing manager at Office
Products Plus.
“Customer response has been terrific—they like the idea of
supporting a local non-profit and it also helps with their own
recycling efforts,” she adds.
During the month, the dealership collected 100 cartridges for
recycling and was able to write a check to the HeARTworks organization for $500.

OK Dealer SunDANCE Office Supply Launches
Innovative Program in Support of Worthy Local Causes
When it comes to doing good things in the community, nobody
does it better than today’s independents! Case in point: Dyan and
John Condry and their team at SunDANCE Office Supply in Broken
Arrow, Oklahoma, just outside Tulsa.

Last fall, Dyan and John launched “Help Us Help Tulsa,” a program
designed to do just what it sounds like: give SunDANCE customers
the opportunity to partner with the dealership in support of worthy local
causes.
Starting last September and running every six weeks or so, SunDANCE picks a day and tells customers in advance a percentage
of the proceeds from purchases made that day will go to a local
charity.
So far, funds raised have gone to a local foodbank, a homeless
shelter, the Tulsa Red Cross and the city’s Habitat for Humanity
chapter.
“Response to ‘Help Us Help Tulsa’ has
been very positive,” Dyan reports. “Our
customers have made a point of ordering on the special day but we haven’t
lost any business on the other days
right before it. If anything, the effort has
given us a nice sales boost!”
As SunDANCE asks in the promotion,
“Wouldn’t it be cool if the local office
supply company you used cared about
YOUR community?”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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That’s a great question in our book and
Dyan and John and their team have come
up with an equally great answer that will
only get better as the program grows.

“We’ve only been a sponsor for a few
months but already we’ve signed up three
new legal customers,” Scott reports
happily.

R&R Office Supplies, VA Dealer,
Signs On as Sponsor for Local
Legal Administrators Assn.

Membership in the association, he says,
gives the dealership access to the ALA
database and a chance to serve as a
titled sponsor for one of the group’s
monthly luncheons and that’s just for
starters.

Law firms have always been an important
customer group for Shawn Stahr and his
team at Richmond, Virginia-based R&R
Office Supplies but recently, they took
their involvement in that market to the
next level when they signed on as a sponsor for the Richmond Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators (ALA).
The Richmond chapter is not large by any
measure—just 42 members strong.
Those members, though, have no trouble
racking up healthy office supply purchases. And, says R&R’s Scott Harris,
they represent an outstanding new business opportunity.

“It’s a great way to turn a cold call into a
warm call and it puts us in touch with
prospects at a very high level,” he
explains.

In Memoriam:
John Palkowitsch
VP of Operations at
S&T Office Products
John Palkowitsch, vice
president of operations at S&T Office
Products in St. Paul,
Minnesota, died suddenly February 21. He was 65.

The ALA effort, adds Scott, is just one element of a new targeted marketing approach at S&R that is focusing on specific
growth verticals.

John had been a VP at S&T since 1996 and

If results so far this year offer any indication—the dealership was up 25% in the
first two months of the year—the increased focus is paying off just dandy!

years; children, Chris (Holly), Jessica,

before that served as VP of finance with St.
Paul Book & Stationery.
John is survived by his wife, Lisa, of 34
Nicole, Brett (Stephanie), and Jeanna; and
siblings, Mary Bangert (Mick) & Mike
(Robyn).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

Thalerus Group
Integrates

Marathon

with VibeNet™

Providing Cost-Savings
On Increasingly Expensive Credit
Card Processing

Thalerus Group integrates
Marathon Solutions into new VibeNet™
offering dealers the opportunity to save up
to 40 percent on credit card
transactions.
Marathon Solutions, a credit card
processor and payment gateway,
supports processing for levels
1 through 3 credit card billing detail.
Dealers benefit from savings on their
credit card processing and
experience Thalerus Group’s enhanced,
powerful VibeNet™ business
management software.
A win-win scenario!

The Thalerus Group’s New VibeNet™
developed for today’s dealer
to learn more:
APRIL 2012

call 866.299.9947
e-mail sales@thalerus.com
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Last Month on Facebook
A look at some recent postings from independents

Preferred Office Products, Dallas

MySupplies, Atlanta

Keep the office staff comfortable, happy and ready to work
with a well-stocked break room so they can relax and recharge.
Imagine an office without a break room. Of course, a normal
break room should have break room beverages, office
gatorade or any office energy drinks.

Streamline your everyday tasks with stampers. Invest in a set
with your address, logo, or commonly used phrases. Quickly
mark invoices “paid” and important documents “confidential”.
This handy business essential makes your documents look uniform and reduces tedious, repetitive writing, saving your time
and energy for more creative tasks.

Arkansas Office Products, Sherwood, AZ
Did you know that besides basic office products we sell furniture, imprinted checks, custom forms, custom stamps, promotional items (big to small), name plates, name tags,
sanitation/janitorial and break room supplies? We have got you
covered!

Impact Office Products, Beltsville, MD

As long as we can find them, we’ll feature each month some
social media postings designed to give other dealers useful
content ideas.
If you’ve got any of your own you’d like to share, just send them
along (simon@idealercentral.com) and we’ll take it from there.

We love to do storage room makeovers... They're so rewarding
for us and our customers.
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secrets of success

Garvey’s: The Nice Guys in Office Supplies

(...Actually, Four Brothers and a Sister)
The Garveys from left to right: Bernie, Kevin, Sheila Gartland, Dan and Ken.
By Jim Rapp

to be enough space,” says Bernie Garvey.

Many office product dealers are family businesses, but Garvey’s is the only one I know
that’s operated by five siblings—brothers
Bernie, Ken, Kevin and Dan Garvey, and
sister Sheila Gartland.

I had to ask the question, “With five family
members running the business, how do you
all get along?”

There must be strength in numbers, because Garvey’s is a frequent member of the
Inc 5,000 list of the nation’s fastest-growing
businesses and shows up just as often on
TriMega’s list of its fast-growth dealers. And
all despite operating in Chicago, one of the
most competitive markets in the country!
The original dealership, Schiller and Schmidt,
started in 1926. The current siblings’ father,
Bernard Garvey, went to work for the company as a sales rep in the early 1950s then
bought the company himself in 1968.
Bernie Garvey went to work for his father in
1979. Brother Ken joined the company
three years later, followed by younger
brother Kevin, then sister Sheila, and finally
the youngest, Dan Garvey. Everyone
started as an outside rep, except Sheila,
who is the marketing manager.
Since the Garvey children acquired the
company in 1993, sales have grown ten
fold. They’ve gone from a 10,000-squarefoot facility, to 30,000, to their current
85,000-square-foot building. “The way
things are going, I’m not sure that’s going
APRIL 2012

Bernie responds, “We get along very well.
We meet every Monday morning, tell each
other what we’ve done the past week, and
what we’re going to try to accomplish during the coming week.”
Then the question I always ask: “What’s the
secret of your success?”
“We’re a family with a strong work ethic,”
he replied, “but I must tell you that we have
the best employees in the world—longterm, dedicated and very professional.”
Take a look at Garvey’s website, www.getgarveys.com, and you’ll hear from 15 of
those dedicated employees about what
they do, their history with the company,
their families, hobbies, and so on.
“Our people take great pride in their work
and the recognition they receive, not just
from us but from customers. Testimonials
abound,” Bernie states.
One reason is the company’s pioneering efforts to promote sustainability in everything
they do—not simply to sell Green products.
Garvey’s claims to be the first dealer in
Chicago to operate a recycling program,
collecting toner cartridges, batteries, corruINDEPENDENT DEALER

gated cardboard and electronics. All proceeds from the sale of these items go to
local charities—more than $60,000 since
the program started.
Bernie Garvey is quite optimistic about the
future. “We recognize that we have to continue to improve our service and that we
can’t wait until the economy improves.
We’re now in the process of upgrading our
website, making it easier for the customer
to do business with us.”
He concludes, “We so appreciate all the
help we’ve received over the years from
other independents, dealer groups and our
suppliers. This kind of help bodes well for
the future of all independents.”
I Garvey’s Office Products,
Niles, Illinois
I Bernie Garvey, Jr., president
I Supplies, furniture, promotional,
coffee/breakroom
I Founded: 1926
I Sales: $33 million
I Employees: 70
I Partners: TriMega, United Stationers
I On-line sales: 70%
I www.getgarveys.com
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Show No Mercy, Slay the Competition with BMI’s OP Revelation™
At BMI, we have always taken care of the underdog, the independent office products dealer. This is why we
developed an e-commerce and back-office solution that arms independent office product dealers with the right
slingshot and ammunition needed to slay Goliath, or as you know them, the Power Channel.

Ready to Conquer The Power Channel?

Contact us today to get an in-depth look at
your battle strategies with BMI OP Revelation™
Call us at (888).580.8382 or visit www.bmiusa.com/conquer.

BMI’s OP Revelation™ E-commerce solution, powered
by Microsoft Technology, levels the online playing ﬁeld,
offering more than just an ordering platform, it also:
•

Drives Higher Margin Sales Through Dealer Preferred
Product Positioning.

•

Delivers Cross-Sell, Up-sell and Accessories Opportunities
Automatically.

•

Wholesaler Independent – Optimized For United and SPR.

•

Choice of Advanced Search Engine and Content.

Business Management International
529 West 42nd Street, Floor 4, Suite L, New York, NY 10036
www.bmiusa.com

Call us at (888).580.8382
www.bmiusa.com/conquer

City of Phoenix Adopts New ‘Buy
Local’ Policy to Support Local
Businesses
Giant-size kudos and then some are very
much in order for the city of Phoenix, which
last month changed its purchasing policies
to reflect what just about everyone realizes
these days: Supporting locally owned and
operated businesses makes sense, no matter where you are and no matter who you are!
In a move aimed fair and square at keeping
local dollars circulating in the community to
support local jobs and boost local tax revenues, new purchasing policies mandate
that for goods or services that cost less
than $50,000, the city will have to offer the
job to a local company before it can send
the order out of state.
Phoenix is one of the first municipalities in
Arizona and nationwide adopting a localfirst procurement policy to keep tax revenues from being exported to other states,
according to Local First Arizona, the state’s
‘Buy Local’ advocacy organization.
The city’s finance director estimates $17
million worth of city contracts a year would
be available to the local community to bid
on under the new policy.
A compelling argument for the new policy
came from a November 2007 study from
Austin-based economic development firm
Civic Economics. That study showed what
happened when a municipality bought office supplies from a local vendor, Wist Office Products based in Phoenix, compared
with national chain, Office Max. Civic Economics conducted the study for Wist.
The November 2007 report showed that
about one-third of the revenue generated
by Wist stayed in the local economy when
it was awarded a local contract, compared
with less than 12% of Office Max revenue.
“This was a very good decision for local
dealers, their customers and our city and
state,” said Ian Wist. “The city manager deAPRIL 2012

serves a lot of credit for taking a proactive
step and putting real energy behind our
‘Buy Local’ policy.”
Ian himself is no slouch when it comes to supporting “Buy Local.” He recently joined the
board of directors of Local First Arizona, increasing his dealership’s involvement in the
cause.

Office Depot School Supply
Contract with U.S. Communities
Terminated; City of Houston
Conducting Audit for Possible
Overcharges
March was not a particularly kind month for
Office Depot, as the U.S. Communities
state and local government purchasing
consortium announced termination of the
national school supply contract Office
Depot had held through Fairfax County
Schools and the Houston Chronicle newspaper reported the city’s auditor is currently
four months into an investigation to determine whether Office Depot overcharged the
city for its office supplies purchases.

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Schroeder would not comment on what he
had found so far, but he estimated the audit
would conclude in four to six weeks, Moran
reported in early March.
For more on Office Depot’s problems with
its state contracts, visit the Depot State
Contract Watch area of the Independent
Dealer website.

Staples Food Storage in CA
Warehouse Draws FDA Warning
Letter
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has issued a warning letter to Staples
after inspectors found serious violations of
food storage regulations at one of its California facilities last fall.
The FDA said its inspectors found rodent
excrement directly on or in close vicinity to
multiple packages of at least 11 different
food products, including various brands of
candies, crackers, creamers, pistachios,
ramen noodles, and bottled water, located
in all areas of the Staples warehouse.

The decision to cancel the school supply contract, which is believed to have near $50 million in national sales, cuts the final ties
between Office Depot and U.S. Communities.

Its inspectors also found 23 out of 39 rodent traps located along the inside perimeter of the warehouse contained one or more
dead and decaying rodents.

The Florida-based big box’s government
contracts have been under fire since 2008,
when former Office Depot employee turned
whistle-blower David Sherwin began accusing the company of overcharging and
other contract irregularities.

They also observed rodent excrement pellets in the collection tray of a water cooler
dispenser in the warehouse and at least 20
apparent rodent excrement pellets on top
of boxes in the warehouse.

Office Depot has since made multi-million
dollar settlements across the country, including with the attorney generals of
Florida, Colorado and Missouri, as well as
with the city of San Francisco.
According to Houston Chronicle reporter
Chris Moran, city auditor David Schroeder
launched the audit in November after a Dal
las County audit alleged $1.8 million in
overcharges by Office Depot.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

In addition, the FDA said rodents gnawed
holes in individual packages of at least ten
different food products, including various
brands of candies, crackers, creamers, pistachios, ramen noodles, and bottled water.
The agency said the company also failed to
protect against pests by leaving doors
open and leaving gaps in various walls.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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While acknowledging Staples voluntarily
destroyed food products due to rodent
adulteration under FDA supervision following the expansion and repaired several rollup doors in the warehouse, the FDA said it
is unable to properly evaluate Staples’ response to its inspectors’ findings, since
Staples failed to provide any documentation of implemented corrections.
The FDA noted Staples’ response indicated
that the presence of rodents is still evident
in the facility and gave the Massachusetts
big box 15 working days to notify the
agency of the “specific steps you have
taken to correct the noted violations, including an explanation of how you plan to
prevent these violations, or similar violations, from occurring again.”
The FDA said failure to promptly correct
these violations may result in legal action
without further notice including seizure and
injunction.

AOPD Names 3M’s Terry
Marquardt to Business Partner
Advisory Board
American Office Products Distributors
(AOPD), the dealer national accounts marketing network, has announced the appointment of Terry Marquardt of 3M to its
Business Partner Advisory Board.
Marquardt will be the fourth member of the
Advisory Board, which works closely with
AOPD’s Board of Directors on program development for the organization.
Other members of the Business Partner
Advisory Board include Mike Wilbur
(Costco), Tom Sullivan (Smead) and Bill
Cardone (MWV).
Marquardt has been employed at 3M for 25
years and is currently national sales and
operations manager for its Office Supplies
Division. He is also currently a board member of BSA and is highly respected and well
known throughout the office products
industry as a creative and strategic thinker.

TriMega Shutters SmartXpress
B-to-C Effort
The TriMega dealer group announced last
month it has decided to close down its
SmartXpress online B-to-C operation after
just a year into the venture.
Developed initially to help members capture a new, consumer-fueled revenue
stream using various Internet marketing
and Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
techniques, the initiative encountered significant delays and cost overruns in its effort to build a new web platform to market
to the various Internet search engines,
TriMega said in a statement.
“While we certainly do not take any pleasure
in abandoning this program for our members, the TriMega Board does deserve credit
for acting decisively in its move to cease operations early enough into this venture as opposed to continuing to invest in this
increasingly competitive online space,”
TriMega president Charlie Cleary said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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“The Board recognizes its obligation to make
the tough business decisions... and the
mounting setbacks and the changing risk/reward ratio was deemed to be not in the best
interests of our members,” he continued.
SmartXpress was originally formed in 2009
by former United Stationers executives
Steve Schwarz and Mark Hampton. When
TriMega acquired the organization in January 2011, Hampton joined the group to
spearhead development efforts.
“Mark Hampton has worked vigorously,
alongside the SmartXpress Steering Committee, to keep SmartXpress alive and moving towards the optimized platform that would
generate the expected profitable results,”
Cleary said. “Unfortunately, the business plan
simply could not be successfully implemented
as intended without unbudgeted time and
capital and Mark will now focus his efforts on
unwinding this business and determining
what parts of the existing platform and learning experience can be retained and passed
through to the membership.”

AHI Dealer Group Wins PACE Coop
Supplies Contract

ident Mark Nolan. “We at AHI are expecting
tremendous growth in 2012 and beyond!”

Looks like it’s time to chalk up another win for
independents in the national and regional accounts column, after AHI Enterprises, a consortium of seven Texas dealers, earlier this
year was awarded the office supplies contract
by the PACE Purchasing Cooperative of
schools and local government buyers.

S.P. Richards Names Oklahoma
City Facility Distribution Center of
the Year

The PACE award joins the contract the AHI
group already holds with the state of Texas.
Dealers in the AHI Group (all in Texas) include
Advantage Supply, Fort Worth; Baker Office
Products, Lubbock; Express Office Products,
El Paso; Firmin’s Office City, Texarkana;
Nolan’s Office Products, San Antonio; Reliant
Business Products, Houston, and Wilton’s OfficeWorks, Bryan.
“School and local government buyers have
really responded to the independent dealer’s
dedication to outstanding customer service
and they also appreciate being serviced by
local businesses that allow them to keep
Texas dollars in Texas” commented AHI pres-

Wholesaler S.P. Richards has presented its
2011 Distribution Center of the Year award
to its Oklahoma City branch.
The honor is awarded each year to the S.P.
Richards distribution center that achieves
the highest combined results in a number
of key performance metrics including service levels, order accuracy, inventory accuracy, inventory turn, sales and employee
productivity.
“We have a tremendous team at the Oklahoma City branch,” commented Lori Nissen, Oklahoma City distribution center
general manager. “Our people take great
pride in their work and are truly committed
to delivering the absolute highest level of
customer service to our customers.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 21

Check-out what all the excitement is about.

GOPD is a company on the move, and our new, improved,
more intuitive Shopping Cart demonstrates the innovations
that we have planned for the future. “Check Out” the new
GOPD starting with our newly redesigned checkout system.
To learn more about how we can help your
business, please email sales@gopd.com or call 888-665-9593.
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News from United Stationers:
New Outbound Tele-Services
Program, Training Upgrades, New
Furniture Website, Customer
Service Awards
It’s been a busy couple of months for
United Stationers, with a number of new
programs and the addition of several new
awards for the wholesaler’s trophy case.
New items include:
I Launch of a full range of outbound
tele-services intended to function as
an extension of dealers’ own in-house
marketing and sales departments.
Services available include prospect
pre-qualification, data cleansing, promotional enrollment, brand awareness building and new product
introduction, lead generation, and
customer surveys.
I Several upgrades and enhancements
to the United Dealer Training (UDT)
program, with more than 100 available courses, a new Executive Pro-

gram subscription bundle, enhancements to the program’s OnDemand
Training Portal and UDT Assessments
tailored to individual reseller needs.
I Introduction of a new website,
MyAlera.com, to showcase United’s
Alera private label office furniture line.
Alera has also begun utilizing Local
Lead Engine, a new Internet marketing and dealer network tool that
makes each Alera office furniture
dealer part of a virtual dealer network
that major search engines can crawl,
index and rank as part of one unified
organization.
I Receipt of a MarketTools ACE
(Achievement in Customer Excellence) Award from the MarketTools
market research firm and an Honorable Mention for the 2012 MarketTools ACE Award for best use of
enterprise feedback management
(EFM) to drive overall business impact.

Technology Front and Center at
2012 Ed Expo
Anyone thinking seriously about selling into
the education market at any level in the future had better be gearing up now for a far
more technology-intensive environment
than they might be used to.
That was the message that came through
loud and clear from the 2012 Ed Expo &
Dealer Conference, the annual supplies-oriented convention and exhibit of the National
School Supplies and Equipment Association
(NSSEA) in Baltimore last month.
Keynote speaker Jim Brazell painted a picture of an education system—from preKindergarten all the way through to college
graduation—that is transitioning to some
radically different approaches and concepts.
New education models, he told attendees,
are seeking to support a knowledge-based
society by integrating traditional core academic instruction with technology, creativity
and what he termed “employability skills”
such as communications and negotiation
skills and time management.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Self Adhesive Dry Erase Wall Planners
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Dry erase wall planning,
simplified.
New AT-A-GLANCE® WallMates® make it easy
to have the dry erase planning surfaces you
need in the places you need them.
Quick. Easy.
No tools. No damage.
Just peel, stick, and you’re done.
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Despite the emphasis on technology, there
were still plenty of more traditional teacher
aids and school supplies on the show floor,
which featured some 325 exhibitors, along
with a separate New Products Pavilion highlighting the latest and greatest from exhibitors.
Attendance at the event posted a healthy
16% increase from last year, with total attendance of nearly 2,000, including over 200 firsttime dealer attendees, NSSEA reported.
Next year’s Ex Expo is scheduled for March
13-15 in Atlanta. For more information, visit
www.nssea.org.

New Research Shows Per
Employee Office Space Set for
Continued Downsizing
A new survey by the CoreNet Global corporate real estate organization shows per
employee office space in North America will
continue to shrink over the next five years.
For the first time, says CoreNet Global researchers, the average allocation of office
space per person will fall to 100 square feet
or less for many companies.
By 2017, at least 40% of companies responding to the survey indicated they will reach
what will be an all-time low benchmark of individual space utilization in North America.
Currently, just 24% of the respondents
reported that their average space per office
worker is 100 square feet or less.
The average space per worker in 2017 will
be 151 square feet per worker, compared
to 176 square feet today, and 225 square
feet in 2010, the survey predicts.
“The main reason for the declines,” said
Richard Kadzis, CoreNet Global’s vice
president of strategic communications, “is
the huge increase in collaborative and
team-oriented space inside a growing number of companies that are stressing ‘smaller
but smarter’ workplaces against the backdrop of continuing economic uncertainty
and cost containment.
“There are number of additional factors
contributing to the decline in the amount of
space per worker,” said Kadzis. “More
companies are adopting open floor plans in
which employees do not have any permanently designated space at all. Rather, they
use unassigned space when they are in the
office, settings that often change daily. This
APRIL 2012

trend is enabled by technology and by cost
measures, as they require smaller foot prints.”

Expanded Suite of Dealer
Services is Focus of Red Cheetah
Annual User Group Meeting
Red Cheetah’s CEO Andrew Morgan had
some startling news
for dealers using the
company’s business
system
at
their
“Coalition
2012”
meeting last month.
“We are no longer a
software company,”
he told them.
Instead, Morgan explained, Red Cheetah is
now a services company, following the
launch of its Guided Partner Services program (GPS), a new effort designed to extend Red Cheetah’s offerings beyond
software and into areas such as merchandising and marketing, inside sales and customer service support, personnel
management and training and more.
“GPS,” he said, “is designed to help dealers grow their businesses by providing
them with resources and expertise in addressing key projects they usually don’t
have time for.”
Morgan stressed the GPS effort is not intended to position Red Cheetah as a buying
group. “GPS is about selling, not buying. We
are a selling group,” he said.
“It’s designed to put the right products in
the right place at the right time through a
customized approach that allows dealers to
choose which elements of the overall GPS
suite of services work best for them,”
Morgan added.
Not surprisingly, however, technology
represents a key component of the GPS program, with Red Cheetah putting heavy emphasis throughout the conference on new
e-merchandising and e-marketing initiatives.
In addition to introducing branded category
landing pages, enhanced search and
browsing functionality and new up-sell and
cross-sell capabilities, Red Cheetah unveiled new integrated marketing through email campaigns and digital catalogs and
launched new web microsites showcasing
The HON Company, along with a supplier
direct program with Ghent Manufacturing.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Also at the meeting, Morgan offered his annual “State of the Cheetah” report. He said
last year saw the addition of just under 100
new Red Cheetah dealers, as the organization
ramped up to support the GPS effort by expanding from 19 employees to 40 and moved
to a new 11,000 sq. ft. headquarters office.
He said Red Cheetah as a company is
evolving from an entrepreneurial model to
a professionally-managed organization that
is more focused, more accountable and
“poised for growth.”

ECi Acsellerate Adds to Business
Development Team
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions last month announced the addition of
Steve Stallard to the ECi Acsellerate team.
Stallard will be responsible for business development, focusing primarily on growing
the lumber and building materials market
and building awareness of Acsellerate’s
end-user CXintelligence solution in the
office products and equipment markets.
Stallard has extensive background in the
office products and equipment industries,
bringing more than 12 years of experience
to Acsellerate and its customers. He was
most recently a sales representative for a
large independent dealer in Ohio.

JumpTech Integrates JumpTrack
Proof-of-Delivery Technology
with Red Cheetah
Jump Technologies has announced that
Red Cheetah Software is now offering its
JumpTrack proof-of-delivery technology to
the Red Cheetah user community.
The proof-of-delivery system, which is
being added to Red Cheetah’s suite of
business resources within its Guided Partner Services (GPS) initiative, will allow dealers to pull Red Cheetah manifest data and
populate JumpTech’s cloud-based servers,
the company said.
Dealers’ customers can also use the
JumpTech portal to track orders and deliveries online, the company said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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United Stationers and MBS Dev
Recognized by Microsoft for
Cloud Solution
Dealer technology provider MBS Dev last
month announced it has been recognized
by Microsoft through its parent company,
United Stationers Supply Co., with the
2012 Cloud Transformation Award as part
of the Microsoft Dynamics Customer Excellence Awards program.
“It is an honor to be recognized by Microsoft
for our cloud solution,” said Dave Bent, chief
information officer, United Stationers. “We
are pleased that with MBS Dev and
Microsoft Dynamics we are able to help our
dealer community grow and operate their
businesses more profitably.”

Thalerus Group Integrates
Digitek Computer Products into
VibeNet Supply Chain
Dealer technology provider Thalerus Group
last month announced the addition of IT
consumables distributor Digitek Computer
Products as its newest supply chain partner.
“Digitek is fully integrated with our VibeNet
order fulfillment and supply chain functionality and we are pleased to offer one of the
top distributors of IT products as a part of
our supply chain to our dealer network,”
said Thalerus president Lillian Yeh.
Yeh said that Thalerus Group will be working
with its own dealer network and prospective
clients who wish to automate and streamline
purchasing with Digitek. Current Thalerus
dealers can learn more by contacting the
company’s customer service team.

MPS Partners Form New Coalition
Four active participants in the managed
print services market (MPS)—Supplies
Network, Preo Software, FMAudit and
NewField IT—last month announced a new
coalition with a stated goal of transforming
the practice of MPS.

tegral part of a MPS engagement.”
Commenting on the announcement, Doug
Johnson, Supplies Network’s senior vice
president of managed print services, said
“This combined effort of four market-leading
MPS solution providers will go a long way in
solving the problem of accessing and utilizing end user data in the development and
management of MPS engagements.”

New Website, Canadian Expansion
for Clover Technologies
Clover Technologies Group has launched
a new, redesigned website with enhanced
features, functionality and content after an
18-month project aimed at better understanding customer needs.
New features include robust and intelligent
search functionality, a streamlined user interface, full shopping cart and related
products for cross-sell/up-sell functionality,
customizable catalogs, comprehensive
product information and more.
Separately, Clover announced an expansion of its Canadian operation in Oakville,
Ontario to a new warehouse and distribution space more than three times the size
of its former facility.
The new 100,000+ square foot distribution
center is located at 2340 Winston Park
Drive, Unit #3, Oakville, Ontario, and is
easily accessible from the 403, 407 ETR,
and QEW expressways.

The HON Company Introduces
Mobile Furniture Sales App
In an effort to ensure total connectivity with
its nationwide network of furniture dealers,
The HON Company is launching The HON
Gallery Mobile App, a newly developed resource for the Apple iPad that provides
easy access to the company’s latest product imagery, literature and videos.
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Last July, Randy Young, principal of the
R. Young & Associates rep firm
in
Cincinnati,
was gravely injured in an accident which left
him in a coma
for
several
months.
The good news is that Randy has now
emerged from his coma and has begun a
course of rehab and physical therapy. But
progress is slow and he faces a very long
and costly road back.
To help him along the way, a group of industry friends has set up the Randy
Young Medical Fund with 100% of donations, except for a few small bank fees,
going directly to Randy’s care.
Tarifold VP of sales Bob Minton, who
played a key role in setting up the fund,
offers the following: “Randy was Bic's
Rep of the Year last year and suffered his
injury shortly after receiving that award.
Everybody who has ever met him instantly likes him and our only goal is to
help him get back to doing the thing he
loves to do the most...calling on dealers.”
If you’d like to add your support or find
out more, point your web browser to
http://gorandygo.com/ to make a contribution. Or donations can also be made
by sending a check to:

The Randy Young Medical Fund
P.O Box 1011

The four new partners said the coalition is
intended to develop a widespread, scalable solution for the effective use of enduser data and insights.
They said they have combined their strengths
“to develop innovative solutions that deliver
the promise of end-user information as an in-

Industry Rallies Around Rep
Principal Randy Young
Following Serious Accident

Milford, OH 45150
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While The HON Gallery Mobile App is currently compatible with the Apple iPad, versions for other mobile devices are coming
soon. To download the App or for information on upcoming versions, visit the HON
Ready Portal at www.honready.hon.com
and click on the “HON Mobile” quicklink at
the bottom of the page.

our plan to include it among our growing list
of dealer social media resources. Dealers
can join their regional LinkedIn Group and
gain access to an array of vendor flyers,
consumer-friendly product posts, sales
tools and more,” stated Mandy Pusatera,
The Highlands Group director of e-marketing and social media marketing.

Fifty Years and Counting for
Tennsco Corp.

Since August 2010, Heads Up from The
Highlands Group has been providing their
independent dealer partners with two enewsletters per month highlighting any pertinent industry news such as new product
information, manufacturer news, current
sales and promotions, sales tips, links to
current manufacturer flyers, links to product
demonstrations and more.

Congratulations are in order for industrial
and institutional storage and shelving manufacturer Tennsco Corp., which this year
celebrates its 50th anniversary.
Headquartered in Dickson, Tennessee,
Tennsco today operates out of six facilities
comprising more than 1.4 million square feet
of manufacturing and warehouse space.
The company offers a wide variety of filing
and storage systems, steel office furniture,
industrial and institutional shelving, lockers
and shop equipment.

For further information, contact The Highland
Group CEO Bob O’Gara at 678-244-3523 or
visit The Highlands Group on LinkedIn.

New Team Members at
K.Coaching

“The center of our focus has always been
our customers, who inspire us to achieve
excellence,” said Tennsco president Stuart
Speyer. “We take great pride in our history
of providing the strong, reliable, durable
shelving and storage solutions our customers need, when they need them. We
look forward to serving them for many
years to come.”

The K.Coaching executive coaching and
sales training firm recently moved into expansion mode with the addition of two new
team members.

The Highlands Group Adds to its
Heads Up Online Dealer Program

Brittany brings five years of leadership development through her involvement with Eagle
U and the LEAP Foundation, where she
coached and led high achieving young adults
through mastering skills for success. She is
currently enrolled in the NC State Business
Coaching certification program and is scheduled to graduate in August.

The Highlands Group (THG) has announced
that its online independent dealer program,
Heads Up from The Highlands Group, has
now expanded to include regional LinkedIn
Groups.
Launched at the end of January 2012,
Heads Up on LinkedIn will not only provide
independent dealers with additional sales
materials to utilize in their own sales strategies, it will also serve as online forums for
all members of the office products industry,
the Atlanta-based independent rep organization said.
“Since LinkedIn is such a powerful networking tool, it has always been a part of
APRIL 2012

Joining INDEPENDENT DEALER columnist
Krista Moore and her team are Brittany
Crews, as director of client services, and
Susan Trumpler, sales success coach and
consultant.

Susan comes to K.Coaching with 10 successful years in sales and sales leadership
for ADP. A professional certified coach and
former consultant for the Corporate Visions
sales training organization, she will be designing and implementing new training initiatives for K.Coaching.

In Memoriam:
Harry Samet
of High Point Furniture
Harry Samet, owner and chairman of the
board of HPFI (High Point Furniture Industries), died March 24 after a lengthy
battle against cancer. He was 80 years
old.
Harry co-founded High Point Furniture
Industries with Larry Robinson in 1958
and after starting out as a maker of record
cabinets, the company entered the office
furniture market in 1964.
Harry and his wife, Joan were the sole
shareholders following the passing of Mr.
Robinson in 1990 and he had remained
active with the company even through his
battles with cancer.
He was a board member of many philanthropic groups including City of Hope and
Industries for the Blind, as well as various
business organizations. In 1997 Harry
was honored by the Anti-Defamation
League for his charitable services.
Harry is survived by his wife Joan, whom
he married in 1953; his children and their
spouses, Leslie and Carl Samet, Marian
Stein and Jerry Samet, Deborah Kintzing
and Marc Samet and Suzan and Daniel
Rosen, six grandchildren, very close
personal friend Risa Hanau and siblings
Mollie and David Lafferman, Norman and
Sylvia Samet, Leonard and Ellen Samet.
In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions
may be made to Beth David Synagogue,
Greensboro Jewish Federation, B'nai
Israel Synagogue (High Point, N.C.) or
Palliative Care of Greensboro.
Condolences may be posted online at
www.haneslineberryfuneralhomes.com.

For more information, visit
www.kcoaching.com
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NOPAnews
NOPA Legislative Conference Offers an Optimistic Outlook for Independents
As NOPA members arrived in Washington,
D.C., on March 27 for NOPA’s annual Capitol Hill Day and a board meeting, healthcare
law supporters and protesters clogged the
sidewalks outside the Supreme Court and
Capitol Building, and partisan debates filled
the air on the upcoming presidential and
congressional elections.
For those attending NOPA’s Legislative
Conference, however, the mood offered a
positive mixture of optimism and hope for
the future.
Dealers from across the nation converged
on Washington, D.C., for a briefing on
NOPA’s priority government affairs issues
and pre-scheduled advocacy appointments
with representatives, senators and their
staff.
In addition to raising their own company’s
concerns, attendees brought four key industry topics to the table:
I Mandatory implementation of the
controversial Federal Strategic
Sourcing Initiative (FSSI)
I Legislation to discourage use of
Small Business Fronts to “passthrough” government business
meant for small dealers to big box
companies
I Legislation to level the playing field
for small business dealer “teams”
I Legislative reform of the Javits Wagner O’Day (JWOD) Act (AbilityOne
program)

Left: Bill Bell of Lititz Office Products (left) meets Sen. Robert P. Casey (D-PA).
Right: NOPA chair Dale Bloem of New England Office Supply (left) meets with Sen. Scott Brown (R-MA).
NOPA members focused on the need for
Congress to help persuade the Obama Administration to shift implementation of the
government-wide FSSI program on office
supplies from a mandatory to a nonmandatory procurement program.
The association also is working with the
General Services Administration (GSA) to
establish reasonable, flexible ground rules
to permit non-awarded dealers to serve as
“authorized participating dealers” in teams
established by awarded FSSI dealers.
At NOPA’s urging, late last year Congress
passed an appropriations bill with an
amendment that requires the Small Business Administration (SBA) to outline a plan
of legislative and/or rulemaking action
within 180 days to address the small busi-

ness “fronts” problem, which remains
prevalent and persistent in federal and state
contracting.
Senators Casey (PA-D) and Enzi (WY-R)
championed that legislation and have
drafted a NOPA-endorsed reform bill requiring SBA rulemaking that they will introduce
in June if SBA fails to submit the required
report or suggests inadequate actions to
address this serious problem.
Under current regulations, small business
dealer teams competing for federal contracts are not permitted to claim the socioeconomic status of their dealer members,
nor are federal agencies allowed to claim
credits toward meeting their specific goals
for purchases from women-owned, service-disabled veteran-owned, socio-ecoCONTINUED ON PAGE 27
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nomically disadvantaged small business when buying from such
teams.

fornia. “It felt like I was doing important work and that I could help
to really make a difference.”

At NOPA’s request, Senators Enzi and Casey have introduced legislation (S.1110) in the U.S. Senate and co-sponsors are being
sought for a similar House bill to create a level playing field for
dealer teams when competing for agency or government-wide
contracts with set-aside provisions for specific small business
categories.

Lane Harper, vice president of Gulf Coast Office Products in Pensacola, Florida. Despite the fact that his company does not sell
broadly to the federal government, Harper was excited to attend
the event as an industry representative. “We’re all in the same boat
whether we’re on the GSA schedule or not,” he said. “We’re all
dealers and I am passionate about wanting the industry as a whole
to prosper.”

NOPA has drafted proposed JWOD reform legislation and shared
it with House and Senate committees with jurisdiction over that
program, but election-year politics make it unlikely that such legislation will be introduced and acted upon in 2012.
NOPA’s legislative work on this reform issue has therefore concentrated on educating all members of Congress and their staffs on
the critical need for the proposed reforms.
“It’s always great to come to Washington and represent the office
products dealer community as part of a united front,” said Dale
Bloem, product manager for New England Office Supply in Braintree, Massachusetts, and NOPA chair. “Many dealers underestimate the impact that we can make as a group on the federal level.”

So too agreed Lane Harper, Vice President of Gulf Coast Office
Products in Pensacola, FL, who, despite the fact that his company
does not sell broadly to the federal government, was excited to attend the event as an industry representative. “We’re all in the same
boat whether we’re on the GSA schedule or not,” said Harper.
“We’re all dealers and I am passionate about wanting the industry
as a whole to prosper.”

“As a first time attendee, the experience was truly unforgettable,”
said Rod Manson, president of Office Advantage in Poway, Cali-

For more information about the key issues covered at this year’s
legislative event or to become active in NOPA’s government affairs
initiatives, please contact Chris Bates at NOPA headquarters (PH: 800542-6672 x 100; E-mail: cbates@nopanet.org).
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Help your customers to
think a little greener.

With Avery® EcoFriendly Ready Index® Dividers, your customer’s
organization projects can be a little greener. Made from FSC
certiﬁed, 100% post-consumer recycled paper, the colorful Table of
Contents page coordinates with matching pre-printed tabs so it’s
fast and easy to get organized while considering the environment.
See the complete line of EcoFriendly products at avery.com.

Little things that work in a big way.
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BEING GREEN
& SELLING
GREEN
A Winning Combination
by Jim Rapp
The Green movement is hardly new anymore—we’ve been talking
about it in INDEPENDENT DEALER since our first issue back in
2007.

they also expect their suppliers to be doing their part to help the
environment.

Some even say it’s not what it used to be, that Green is faded and
customers aren’t as interested as they once were.

Dealers tell me customers who are really serious about environmental issues are much more likely to stay with them if they too
take those issues seriously.

Not so. Green today may no longer be seen as a revolution, but
that’s because it’s become such an accepted part of the office
products landscape. Today, it’s far more of an evolutionary trend—
but it’s one that keeps growing.

And even if your building may not be LEED-certified, there are still
plenty of things you can do to walk the walk—from getting employees involved in recycling and reducing heating, lighting and air conditioning usage to improving delivery routing and much more.

As everyone learns more about what makes for genuinely Green
practices and policies and gains a better understanding of the benefits being Green offers, the entire environmental movement simply
becomes an accepted way of life.

When your office, warehouse and vehicles are Green, you and your
people can talk with customers and prospective customers with
both knowledge and pride about being a Green organization. “And
by the way, here are the products you need to do the same …”

Customers today expect their suppliers not only to be knowledgeable about the eco-friendliness of the products they sell—recycled
content, biodegradability, pre-consumer, post-consumer, etc.—but

What are dealers around the country doing and saying about the
Green market? Let’s listen.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 29
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Miller’s Office Products,
Lorton, Virginia.
www.millersop.com
For Miller’s Wayne Stillwagon, Green opportunities may not be out
there quite on the scale they once were, but it’s still a market trend
that commands attention.
“My, how three years and a recession can change people’s attitude
about going Green—while we still see an interest, it is not nearly
as prevalent as it used to be,” says Wayne. Here’s what he had to
say about some of the trends his dealership sees currently:
Paper. This is one of the “low-hanging fruit items” in the Green movement and has maintained its popularity. From a selling perspective it is
not a margin gainer but also not an item you need to give away.
Break room products. Demand remains high. The low number of
SKUs in this category for the typical office makes going Green easier to manage. Green break room items don’t have quite the same
premium costs as other categories.
Furniture. New construction is looking for LEED points. While furniture is a very small part of obtaining a higher LEED rating, every
point counts. Furniture with Greenguard status doesn’t have the
highest cost basis and doesn’t sell at higher margins. Designers
and architects are the most interested.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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Because budgets are still a little tight, we don’t see an immediate trend
toward buying ‘Greener’ products. I’m guessing demand will remain
low until people feel more comfortable with the improving economy.
Manufacturers are now bringing new products to the market but
customer demand is not where it was.”

Alko Office Supply,
Berkeley, California

Mills Basics,
Vancouver, British Columbia.
www.mills.ca
Mills is a major player in the office supply market in Southwestern
Canada, growing rapidly due in no small part to its own efforts to
help improve the environment in the market areas it serves.
The dealership operates on the basis of a clearly defined social re-

www.alkos.com
Located in perhaps the greenest city in America, Alko operates
both a commercial operation and a top-of-the-line retail store.
“Whether they order online or walk into our store, customers know
they’re going to find a good selection of Green items,” says Alko’s
Claudia Erne.
They know everyone who works here has knowledge––not just
about the personal items, like fine stationery, but commercial products as well. We believe in doing everything we can to protect the
environment and our customers see this when we can carry on an
intelligent discussion about recycled content and paper brightness
and also know something about the manufacturer.”
More and more manufacturers of quality paper products are using
recycled ingredients than in the past—notebooks, cards, social stationery, and so on.”
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sponsibility mission, which they describe as, “A commitment to operating in an economically and environmentally sustainable manner
while recognizing the interest of our community, customers and
employees.”
Mills delivers orders in reusable bins. Customers fill the bins with
recyclables, which are picked up on the next delivery.
They even pick up worn out pens, pencils and markers, which go
to a company that transforms them into fun and innovative products, with proceeds going to a local charity. All toner cartridges go
to a local remanufacturing company.
Owner Brad Mills says that the company has received an unbelievable amount of publicity from its recently introduced electric delivery vehicles. They’ve been on TV and in newspapers all over
Canada, not just in Vancouver.
The truck is 100% electric and will run 100 miles on one charge.
Getting even more attention are their small tricycle delivery vehicles, battery powered, that they use in downtown Vancouver instead of bigger—and far more gas-guzzling—vans and trucks.
“It’s impossible to tell how much of our growth is due to our environmental work,” Brad Mills says, “but I can tell you for sure that
we couldn’t begin to afford the advertising and promotional costs
that it would take to replace it.”

BuyOnlineNow.Com,
Rochester, Minnesota.
www.buyonlinenow.com
This online dealer sells nationally, so they have a good feel for the
total Green market.
“Our primary goal from the start has been educational, providing
information to customers about every aspect of the Green products
they use,” says owner Bob Herman.
“Customers are much more knowledgeable about the greenness
of everything they buy and they expect us to be the same.
We talk about the best brands in each product category, from
paper to toner cartridges, to writing instruments, and on and on.
I’m beginning to see a somewhat diminished interest from our customers. While sales of Green products are up, I think that’s due to
the increasing number of items with recycled content. The number
of visitors to our Green department has been steady over the past
twelve months, but their behavior shows a more casual interest
than in the past; they’re now shopping rather than buying something just because it’s Green. We’re continuing to build our Green
catalog, as I believe this remains an important segment and may
rebound in a better economic environment.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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Guernsey Office Products,
Dulles, Virginia.

Alpha Office Products,
Cumming, Georgia.

www.guernseyop.com

www.alphaofficega.com
When you order from Guernsey,
you won’t have to ask which products are greener in any given category. This information will appear
automatically, showing the percentage of recycled content or other relative data.

They can also point proudly to
everything they’ve done internally
to save energy—including consolidating three warehouses into one
new building that’s about as environmentally friendly as you can
get, with motion-detection lighting, electric vehicles, single stream
recycling and much more.
They use the very highest gas mileage trucks and employ GPS
technology to reduce miles driven.
They’ve been instrumental in getting local, state and federal government contractors to specify Green products on contracts.
“We will reduce our profit margin on some Green items,” says Doug
Guernsey, “because it’s just one small contribution to our overall
effort to attain sustainability.”

“Business is all about relationships and if both the dealer and the
customer feel strongly about environmental issues, there’s a good
chance you’ll keep that customer.”
These are the words of Alpha’s Walt Woliver, a long time presence
in the Green movement in the Atlanta area.
“We jumped on the Green
bandwagon seven or eight
years ago when we adopted
the green red-eyed frog as our
mascot,” Walt explains.
“Our business has grown every
year. We had a 35% sales increase last year and plan a
30% boost this year. Certainly
not all of it is because of our
Green efforts, but it’s a major
contributor.
Our customers today are more
interested and knowledgeable
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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about Green issues, both personally and at the corporate level. The
greatest interest area lately is recycling, so we’re very much involved
in that.

“Customers depend on us to lead the way,” states Mike Hannigan.
“If we’re the experts, they don’t have to be.” One popular customer
favorite is the GSB electronic waste recycling program.

The greatest forces at work today are improved quality, wider selection and improved pricing,” Walt explains, “But you have to tell
customers this, because they may have had poor experiences with
Green products in the past.”

Their drivers pick up all kinds of electronic items—cell phones,
printers, fax machines, PCs, and so on, and give them to service
training schools, where they’re either repaired or stripped for usable
components.

Walt also makes the point that you have to keep promoting ecofriendly products. “You have to keep talking about it if you want to
keep selling Green,” he stresses.

They also pick up cardboard, waste paper, and as Mike says, “just
about everything except garbage, and we’re talking to others about
the possibility of starting some type of composting operation, similar to what we do now in our own office.”

Give Something Back,
Oakland, California.

GSB offers every customer with 20 or more employees a quarterly
Green audit. They review with the customer all the product categories they buy, showing them where they can save money and
where they can improve their environmental performance.

www.givesomethingback.com
Most everyone in the office products business has heard about
Give Something Back, a $30-million dealership founded by Sean
Marx and Mike Hannigan, on the same principles that drove the
late actor Paul Newman and his Newman’s Own philanthropic
company.
What they may not know is that Give Something Back has been
from Day One a leader in the Green movement in the California and
Oregon markets they serve.

“Price differential is not as great as it once was,” explains Mike. “In
fact we’ve been able to find some Green janitorial and cleaning
supplies that cost less than regular items. Also there are more
choices on price within a Green category.
There are now many more lines of furniture that highlight the recycled content and the recyclability of the items themselves.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
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Pedro’s Planet,
St. Louis and Denver.

donated to local and national non-profit environmental organizations––$20,000 in all.

www.pedrosplanet.com

The dealership proclaims its Green philosophy on its website: “If
we can provide a service that helps reduce our use of fossil fuels
and the amount of waste we generate then we have done our job.”

“We started our business in 1990 selling only environmentallyfriendly products, such as hair and baby care items, laundry soap,
and so on,” recalls president Pedro McMillan. “The only office
product we sold was recycled paper. After a while, customers
asked if we could provide other eco-friendly office products, and
the business grew from there.”
When
Pedro’s
makes a delivery,
they pick up all recyclable waste—
paper, aluminum
cans, plastic bottles and toner cartridges.
In 2011, the company
recycled
nearly a million
pounds of waste
paper. All the
money they received
was

Pedro and his team also practice what they preach, recycling their
own waste, composting food scraps and using reusable utensils
and cups and also installing energy efficient lighting and a programmable thermostat to cut energy use.

Doing Well While Doing Good
Being an environmentally responsible business is just the right
thing to do, whether it costs you a few dollars more to improve your
online ordering software, or you save a few dollars with higher
mileage vehicles.
The best part, though, is that you get rewarded for all your good
work. Everyone in your organization feels good about it. Customers
appreciate it. The community takes notice.
There’s no denying that it gives a boost to your business, whether
it helps retain customers or to acquire new ones.
Social media is ready-made for Green discussions. Nancy Balcom
CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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at My Supplies in Atlanta, says that her dealership has not only sold
a lot more Green products by talking about them, but recently acquired a very large account when the buyer saw their posting on
LinkedIn.
“It doesn’t take a major effort to get into the Green movement,”
says Lori Weiner at Sameday Office Supply in Centennial (Denver)
Colorado.
“We pick up boxes and used catalogs (including our competitors!)
and encourage customers to save all that paper by using our new
catalog on a flash drive.”
Sameday has received a lot of attention from their “Cartridges With
a Mission” program, picking up spent cartridges and giving the proceeds to charity. They’ve raised over $15,000 to date.
How Green is your dealership? As the dealers featured in this
month’s cover story demonstrate, there are virtually an unlimited
number of ways to answer that question and most of them end up
bringing good news—not just to the environment, but also to the
bottom line!
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Could I
Have Been

WRONG

About MPS?
By Tom Buxton

As a male, it is difficult to ever admit to
making a mistakel. Luckily, I am not
alone in that, right ladies? As a consultant, paid to be correct about the topics
I utter judgments upon, it can be career-threatening to revisit an opinion
that I asserted quite strongly. Oh well,
hopefully you will be forgiving!
My last column on Managed Print Services (MPS) for this publication was written this time a year ago. Back then, I
stated unequivocally that unless you
were willing to invest a significant
amount of money in an MPS specialist
and recognize that he or she probably
would not generate much if anything in
the way of a return during the first year
or two, the effort wasn’t worth it.
Well, I hate to admit that I was wrong,
but here goes. Since writing that column, I have encountered dealers who
have become successful with portions
of MPS during the past year and not all
of them have specialists.
How have they done it? As far as I can
tell, there are at least three components
to gaining some MPS business without
a huge investment:
First, find out if your reps have lost a
customer to another company that introduced MPS services.
Most organizations I know of have numerous examples of this troubling
trend.
If one of your best reps has lost some
business, ask them if they would be
willing to test a new sales process on
one of their other accounts.
The process would include some specialized training on the basics of MPS
sales. It would also mean being willing
to identify a test customer or two with
whom they have the sort of relationship
where small mistakes would be acceptable.
The customer need not have 50 networked printers, but for the test to be
of value to everyone they should probably have at least 10. (This was another
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shock to me, but it looks like fleet size
is becoming less important in the equation.)
If all this is acceptable to your best rep
or reps, they should be able to create
interest as long as they ask the proper
questions of the IT professionals within
the account. These questions should
include:
I Are you interested in saving money
and hassles on your printer fleet?
I Have you heard of Managed Print
Services or Auto Toner Replenishment?
I Would it be alright with you if I spent
a few minutes describing the savings possibilities?
If you read Doug Nash’s excellent article in last month’s INDEPENDENT
DEALER, you will already know some of
the cost-effective (but not necessarily
lower-priced) advantages of moving to
MPS.
Processing fewer invoices, cutting
down on help desk issues and minimizing the need to invest capital in replacement toner are just a few of the reasons
that make some sort of managed print
solution so beneficial.
The customer can also save a significant amount of money through tactics
like redeploying their fleet to maximize
productivity on a cost-per-page basis,
the management of low toner lights and
minimizing the use of non-networked
printers. A good training program
should highlight many of these benefits.
Consequently, the second component
to gaining MPS business without necessarily hiring a dedicated rep is finding
a wholesaler or other partner who will
provide consistent expertise and
backup.
There are many software providers right
now, but not as many fully staffed partners who can assist you and your rep
with the issues that will arise.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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Do your homework and find out who will help interpret the data that
is created from the initial network analysis to guide the pricing of
the proposal.

more excited today about the opportunity for regular office products dealers to become successful in the managed print sphere
than I have ever been.

More importantly, look for a vendor who always has someone available to help with questions about processes, products, or problems and choose them as your partner.

The technology is constantly improving, the size of customer where
MPS is practical is shrinking and the need and profit potential are
both very real. Good Luck out there!

By the way, I do not use the word “partner” lightly. It is my belief
that the toner for an MPS or ATRS customer should be purchased
from the partner that you have chosen.

By the way, thank you to all of those dealers who participated in
the contest sponsored by ECI/Acsellerate last month. The number
of entrants was extremely gratifying. In a totally blind draw the winner was Tallgrass Office Products headquartered in Davenport,
Iowa. I’ll be reporting on their progress with sales analytics in the
coming months. Stay tuned!

Each of these folks have spent millions (yes, millions) of dollars to
create a solution. Don’t try to save a few bucks by leaving the girl
that brought you to the dance.
Speaking of “the dance,” the third component of a low cost entrance into the MPS world is the cooperation/assistance of your
back office provider.
ATRS and MPS require specialized billing options and the ability to
send and receive EDI transfers in a seamless manner to vendors
that you may or may not have used before.

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting
organization, works with independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability. For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.

Hopefully, the 3PV that you bring to the dance can help you get
that last mile to your MPS partner, because if they don’t the whole
enterprise will become much more difficult.
In conclusion and in stark contrast to what I wrote last April, I am
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Why Aren’t YOU
Getting Enough

REFERRALS?
By Troy Harrison

One of the most frequent complaints I hear from salespeople is that
they don’t get enough referrals. Of course, when I drill down, I find
in many cases that their referral generation strategy is not much
more than “hope someone gives me a referral.” Unfortunately, it
doesn’t quite work that way!

Customers value and respect consultants and tolerate peddlers.
Customers refer those they value and respect.
Get the drift? If you’re just running around asking for this week’s
order, don’t expect to get anything other than this week’s order!

The first thing to understand is that quality referrals are earned, not
given.

You need a referral. This is where the banking analogy becomes
the most apt. As the old saying goes, one of the best ways to get
a loan is to prove conclusively to the bank that you don’t need it.

You earn a referral by building trust, by building a reputation of excellence and by generating relationships with people who are in a
position to give you referrals. You don’t earn them simply by going
to networking events and passing out cards willy-nilly.

It works the same in selling. If you’re asking for a referral because
you absolutely must have one in order to make your numbers, it’s
probably not going to happen.

Let’s look at five reasons why referrals don’t happen—and two
great bonus techniques to earn them.
You’re not making deposits. A long time ago, a wise man told me
to think of a relationship—personal or business—as a bank account.
If you want to be able to make withdrawals (i.e., gain any sort of
rewards), you must also be prepared to make deposits.
That means doing things to help your relationships—sending referrals yourself, offering advice and assistance or anything else that
builds affinity and trust.
You can’t make a withdrawal from an empty bank account so why
should you be able to withdraw from an empty relationship?
Your relationships aren’t with the right people. Nobody has time
to build 100% quality relationships with everyone they meet, so
you must be selective in choosing your business relationships.
The people best positioned to send you referrals are, in order: your
customers, business owners in your industry, non-competitive
salespeople who sell to your types of customers and everyone else.
How much of your relationship-building time do you spend with
“everyone else,” as opposed to the top three groups?
You’re a peddler. Quality selling is about helping your customers
purchase the right things to generate a positive result for them.
Salespeople who do this are most properly thought of as consultants.
In contrast, salespeople who merely go around begging for the next
order—and who are willing to do whatever it takes to get it—are
most properly thought of as peddlers.
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Nobody will refer desperation out of fear of what that referred sales
call will look like. This is why referrals should be mixed well with
other prospect generation strategies.
You’re not asking. This is the one that stumps me the most. When
I get a salesperson who complains about not receiving referrals, I
always like to ask when the last time was that he or she asked a
customer or referral partner for a referral—directly and in so many
words. Seldom do I get a good answer.
The truth is that in sales, we only get what we ask for. So why are
salespeople so reluctant to pull the lever and ask for a referral?
BONUS: Two great ways to get referrals: I promised at the beginning I would give you a couple of techniques to earn referrals.
Here they are, short and sweet:
One: Refer one customer to another. If you want to break out of
the “sales rep” niche, this is a great way.
Two: Take multiple referral partners to lunch at the same time. Facilitating new relationships always returns new benefits to you.
Referrals are great, and they are the highest-probability source of
new prospects. But generating them takes a well thought out strategy, budgeted time and effort on a consistent basis. If you can do
all this, you will get referrals.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and the
president of SalesForce Solutions, a sales training, consulting, and
recruiting firm. For information on booking speaking/training
engagements, consulting or to sign up for his weekly e-zine, call 913645-3603, e-mail TroyHarrison@SalesForceSolutions.net or visit
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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POWER

appointments

By Krista Moore

PART TWO

In last month’s issue, we addressed the key elements that are involved in setting power appointments.
We emphasized the importance of being prepared before you pick
up the phone and working on techniques such as understanding
the value you bring and raising a prospect’s curiosity. We also gave
tips for gaining trust and credibility.
For more quality professional appointments, it is essential to establish a personal connection with a prospect. You can achieve this
by creating power statements and using a multi-touch approach.

Creating Your Appointment
Using Power Statements
Power statements are scripts or talk tracts that are compelling, professional and address what is important to your prospect from the
buyer’s perspective.
To start, you create a basic statement that can be tweaked and
customized for each prospect.

Practice running through these statements until you know them and
they flow from your lips smoothly, naturally and with authenticity.
You want to prepare your power statement in advance but you
don’t want to sound like you’re reading a script.

Some Considerations
If you perceive yourself as just another office supply sales person,
that’s how you’ll come across. If you act presidential and authoritative, your prospect is more likely to perceive you as such and
you’ll appeal to a higher level within the organization.
Position yourself as someone who brings value, not as just an order
taker who is there to quote prices.
Create different power statements for different positions. What you
say to the gatekeeper may be very different from how you will approach a purchasing manager or C-level prospect.

The key to each statement’s power is knowing who your buyer is
and what is important to him and his company.

You will be considered an expert if your prospect believes that you
are someone who works with dozens of companies each month, and
who shares similar business goals and challenges that they face.

After you have created your power statement, you can repurpose
it in e-mails and marketing materials. This will be your template or
theme, and can be used in several stages of the sales process with
minor modifications and refinements.

Attitude is critical in the appointment-setting phase. Don’t perceive
yourself as a little dog compared to the big dog competitors. You may
come across as insecure, less accomplished, or even desperate.

Steps

First impressions can make the difference between winning and
losing. You may only get one chance to dance! Keep this in mind
as you make your phone calls.

1. Briefly introduce yourself and move quickly into why you are calling—either from a lead-in or something you have seen while
doing your research.
2. Follow that sentence with a valuable nugget regarding something
you understand about their business or industry. This will raise
curiosity and lead directly to you establishing the value that you
bring to their subject of interest.
3. Now that you have their full attention, explain how you are different from other office supply companies and present what is it
that you can do better than anyone else that will make a huge
difference to their business. For credibility, start naming other
companies you work with that are either similar in size or industry
to your prospect’s, and describe why they chose to do business
with you.
4. Finally, ask for the appointment! Remember, that is your primary
goal.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 42
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POWER

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41

The Multi-Touch Approach
The more times you “touch” your client, the
greater chance that they will remember who
you are and listen to what you have to say.
Incorporate elements of your power statement into all your marketing materials and
sales tools that are included in the sales
approach.
An example of a multi-touch approach is
sending a professional introduction via
e-mail.
Include bullet points about what differentiates you from your competitors. State that
you would like to meet with the buyer in the
near future and will be calling to set a
mutually convenient time.
You could use other types of communication for that first touch. If you are the creative type, drop off something that will
catch the buyer’s attention. Or, if you’d
rather begin with a traditional introductory
letter, make a notable entrance by sending
it FedEx with some interesting inserts that
help you stand out from the crowd.
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Within one week, make that phone call! The
most important part of a multi-touch
approach is consistency.

power statements in advance, documenting a process that works and having
multi-touch materials ready to go.

Whether you have spoken to them in
person or simply left a voice mail, make
certain that you send out a follow-up e-mail
immediately afterwards.

With this preparation, you can always be
confident that your approach is highly
professional.

If you left a voice mail, you can reiterate
what you said and ask for the appointment
in this follow-up. You will be surprised—
people who would never call you back will
respond to an e-mail requesting an appointment.
A follow-up e-mail will show tenacity and
professionalism as well as brand awareness.
Once you set the appointment, send an introductory packet confirming the upcoming
meeting and include an outline of what they
can expect.
Make certain to always include a link to your
website and social media connections.

You will progress through the appointmentsetting phase more effectively, create a
valuable rapport with your prospect and lay
the necessary foundation for a long-lasting
professional relationship.
Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching,
Inc, an executive coaching and consulting
practice that has helped literally hundreds
of independent dealers maximize their full
potential through enhancing their sales
strategies, sales training and leadership
development. For more information, visit K
Coaching’s web site at
www.kcoaching.com.

Setting appointments is not easy. You can
give yourself an advantage by creating
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THE TOP

TRENDS IN PRICING
By Wilbur Reid
The power of pricing is becoming more prevalent in business discussions as it has been shown to be the largest lever for improving
the bottom line.
Warren Buffet, legendary investor and third-wealthiest man in the
world, recently said, “The single most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing power. If you’ve got the power to raise
prices without losing business to a competitor, you’ve got a very
good business. If you have to have a prayer session before raising
the price by 10%, then you’ve got a terrible business.”
Independent office supply dealers are recognizing this power and
taking steps to improve their pricing. There are six discernible
trends in the pricing arena that are emerging among independent
dealers today:

Art to Science
McKinsey Consulting recently published a Top Ten trends list, and
one of their trends is applicable to pricing in office products: “Management will go from art to science. Bigger, more complex companies demand new tools to run and manage them. Long gone is the
day of the ‘gut instinct’ management style. Today's business leaders
are adopting algorithmic decision-making techniques and using
highly sophisticated software to run their organizations. Scientific
management is moving from a skill that creates competitive advantage to an ante that gives companies the right to play the game.”

Use of analytic tools such as Acsellerate and MyAnalystPro has
been growing quickly in the independent office supply community,
as leaders in the dealer community have recognized the importance of analytic capabilities to compete in the future. Results from
effective and active use of these tools have been very positive.

Product Mix
Bid tools that offer more profitable cross-reference options and
new e-commerce tools that offer recommended substitutions and
“People who bought this also bought that” capabilities are facilitating the ability of dealers to find new ways to guide customers to
products that are more favorable for them to sell.
It is working for the big boxes. The data aggregator NPD reported
that commercial sales of branded items by Staples, Office Depot
and OfficeMax were down 2.5% in 2011, but their private label
sales were up 6%. Big box private label sales grew from 29.3% of
sales in 2010 to 31.1% in 2011.
In contrast to independent dealers who passively wait for whatever
product the customer orders, dealers that actively manage the
product mix in bid responses and ordering are seeing nice margin
benefits.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Peer groups
Creating a contract for each individual customer is an administrative nightmare, but using one-size-fits-all price lists is ineffective
because it does not address the needs of the various types of customers. Some pricing is not competitive, while other pricing leaves
money on the table.
The compromise: identifying peer groups of customers, often referred to as segmentation, and identifying the needs and sensitivities of those customers.
For example, perhaps there is a group of medium sized customers
in a large city that are price shoppers. Identify those customers and
put them on one price list that is relevant for their needs. You may
identify 20-30 different groups of customer that can be priced as
groups.

skeletons of companies that attempted to base their prices solely
on costs.”
The solution: pricing based on what B2B resellers are selling for
and what B2B buyers are buying for, specifically in the small to
medium size organizations to whom independent dealers typically
sell.
Independent who recognize these trends and move proactively to
respond to them in their own organizations will find pricing functions as a competitive advantage rather than a threat they are constantly reacting to.
Wilbur Reid is the director of strategic pricing at SP Richards and
inventor of the patent pending MyAnalyst suite of margin and sales
enhancement tools designed for independent office product dealers.
Prior to joining SP Richards in 2006, Wilbur was the pricing manager
for Kimberly-Clark’s Health Care division for 12 years

Centralized vs decentralized
Across industries, companies that are being successful in improving their margin are centralizing control and expertise. Pricing is
getting too complicated and sophisticated to allow it to be a small
part of someone’s job. Which leads to the next trend…

Pricing Analyst
Companies that are most successful with margin management are
assigning the pricing tasks to a pricing analyst. This is an expert
who wakes up in the morning thinking about pricing and focuses
on it all day.

Sources of Pricing
Information in the Office
Products Marketplace

Market Pricing

GOPD

The office products industry has historically determined pricing by
relying on discounts from manufacturer list prices, markups from
cost or web-scraped B2C pricing. Consumer pricing from wholesalers was based on a combination of these methods.

www.gopd.com

OPSoftware
www.opsoftware.com

However, each of these methods is flawed. Cost-plus or list-minus
provide price points within product categories that are either too
high or too low.

S.P. Richards/MyAnalyst Pro

Often, the most visible, high-velocity items are priced too high,
while money is left on the table with the less price-sensitive C and
D items.

Trade Service

www.sprichards.com

www.tradeservice.com/office/index.html

Jules Backman, professor of economics at New York University,
said in 1953 that “… the graveyard of business is filled with the
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